Five Little Monkeys
3D Game
INSTRUCTIONS

Materials needed:
Thick laminator pouches
Green or black wool or string

Once this 3d game has been made up there are various ways to play it and it is easy to
roll up and put away when not in use. The different games cover different ages.
It is a simple game to make but does involve a lot of cutting.
1.

First print out the templates cut out all of the monkeys and cut precisely around
the palm trees and ground.

2.

Put the pictures together so that both the monkeys, bananas and trees are
double sided and then laminate . Cut out the monkeys and bananas. Cut a slit
between two of the bananas as shown below and a notch under the monkeys tale.
This helps the bananas and monkeys balance on the vines when they are hanging
up.
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Then cut out the laminated pouches as shown below and as you can see in grey on
the tree templates. Also put holes in the laminated paper as shown.

3.

Then sticky tape the four tree sections together so they form a cone and
thread the wool through the holes at the top to make a grid. The game is now
made.
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GAMES
Monkey Topple
Pieces needed: All eight monkeys (four of each color) and five coconuts (see below)

Each player picks a type of monkey. Then all the monkeys are hung up by the notch on
their tales on the vines that hang between the trees. Each player then takes it in turn
trying to knock the other player’s monkeys off the tree without knocking their own. To
knock the monkeys off you have to make some small coconuts made out of small balls of
tissue paper or other paper and rolled up into a pea sized ball. The winner is the last
person to have a monkey or monkeys remaining on the tree.

Monkey Bananas
Pieces needed: All eight monkeys (four of each color) and ten bunches of bananas

This game is for two players. The Monkeys are hungry and each tribe needs to collect
as many bananas as possible. Each player puts their monkeys in opposite corners as
shown below (the monkey’s home) and the bananas are placed at random places around
the board.
Each player then takes it in turns moving one place.
Which means moving one place in any direction along
the string with any of their monkeys. The idea is to
reach one of the bunch of the bananas and then
taking them back to the monkey’s home by moving
one square at a time. The first person to get four
bunches of bananas back to their home is the
winner. To delay your opponent you can try and take
one of their monkeys. This is achieved by landing
one of your monkeys on the same place that the
opposing player’s monkey is on. If you get all of
your opponents monkeys you have also won.
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